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Abstract
We propose a framework for the representation of visual knowledge in a robotic agent, with
special attention to the understanding of dynamic scenes. According to our approach, understanding
involves the generation of a high level, declarative description of the perceived world. Developing
such a description requires both bottom-up, data driven processes that associate symbolic knowledge
representation structures with the data coming out of a vision system, and top-down processes
in which high level, symbolic information is in its turn employed to drive and further refine the
interpretation of a scene.
On the one hand, the computer vision community approached this problem in terms of 2D/3D
shape reconstruction and of estimation of motion parameters. On the other, the AI community
developed rich and expressive systems for the description of processes, events, actions and,
in general, of dynamic situations. Nevertheless, these two approaches evolved separately and
concentrated on different kinds of problems.
We propose an architecture that integrates these two traditions in a principled way. Our assumption
is that a link is missing between the two classes of representations mentioned above. In order to fill
this gap, we adopt the notion of conceptual space (CS—Gärdenfors (2000)), a representation where
information is characterized in terms of a metric space. A CS acts as an intermediate representation
between subconceptual (i.e., not yet conceptually categorized) information, and symbolically
organized knowledge. The concepts of process and action have immediate characterizations in terms
of structures in the conceptual space.
The architecture is illustrated with reference to an experimental setup based on a vision system
operating in a scenario with moving and interacting people. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
A robotic agent acting in the real world has to deal with rich and unstructured
environments that are populated by moving and interacting objects, by other agents (either
robots or people), and so on. To appropriately move and act, a robot must be able
to understand its environment. According to our approach, understanding involves the
generation of a high level, declarative description of the perceived world. Developing
such a description requires both bottom-up, data driven processes that associate symbolic
knowledge representation structures to the data coming out of a vision system, and top-
down processes in which high level, symbolic information is in its turn employed to drive
and further refine the interpretation of the scene.
To accomplish its tasks, a robot must be endowed with selective reasoning capabilities, in
order to interpret, classify, track and anticipate the behavior of the surrounding objects and
agents. Such capabilities require rich inner representations of the environment, that cannot
be limited to abstract propositional formalisms, as in classic AI symbolic systems. Rather,
representations must be firmly anchored to the input signals coming from the sensors. In
other words, the meaning of the symbols of the robot reasoning system must be grounded in
its sensorimotor mechanisms (Harnad [68]). This is needed both in the case of completely
autonomous robots, and in the case of “teleautonomous” systems (Conway, Volz, and
Walker [36]), in which the robot interacts at a high conceptual level with a remote operator.
1.1. Existing approaches
The computer vision community approached the problem of the representation of
dynamic scenes mainly in terms of 2D/3D reconstruction of shapes and of recovery of
their motion parameters, possibly in the presence of noise and occlusions. In this respect,
robust systems for 2D/3D reconstruction and motion estimation have been achieved and
some of them are even present on the market (see Pentland [117], Gavrila [59], Essa [49]
for up-to-date reviews).
The AI community developed rich and expressive formalisms for image interpretation
and for representation of processes, events, actions and, in general, of dynamic situations.
McCarthy and Hayes [102,103] and Reiter [127] developed and studied the Situation
Calculus; Allen [2] proposed the Interval Based Logic; Kowalski and Sergot [88]
introduced the Event Calculus (for detailed references on these approaches see Casati and
Varzi [30]). Reiter and Mackworth [128] were the first to develop and build a well-founded
logical framework for image interpretation. Arzi-Gonczarowski and Lehmann [7] proposed
a theory of artificial perception based on the mathematical theory of categories.
As pointed out by Brady and Hu [26], the traditions of computer vision and of
AI knowledge representation evolved separately, and concentrated on different kinds of
problems. On the one hand, the computer vision researchers implicitly assumed that the
problem of visual representation ends with the 2D/3D reconstruction of moving scenes.
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On the other, the AI community usually did not face the problem of grounding the
representations on the data coming from sensors.
The first attempt to propose a general framework of dynamic scene understanding
comes from Marr and Vaina [99] who extended the representation framework of Marr
and Nishihara [98] to the case of moving scenes. Starting from Marr and Vaina’s
proposal, many systems have been developed, such as ALVEN (Tsotsos [140]), NAOS
(Neumann [112]), the more recent VITRA (Herzog and Wazinski [71]), VIEWS (Buxton
and Gong [29]), PASSWORDS (Chleq and Thonnat [35]), the systems proposed by
Nicholson and Brady [113], Nagel and his collaborators [87,110], Mann et al. [96],
Grimson et al. [66], Gong and Buxton [62], and Johnson and Hogg [81].
Though the operations of these systems are impressive, they have been designed keeping
in mind precise scenarios, e.g., X-ray films representing the shapes and motions of the
human left ventricular wall (ALVEN), simulated street scenes (NAOS), car maneuvers
(the system proposed by Nagel), pedestrian scenes (the system proposed by Johnson and
Hogg), soccer actions (VITRA), wide area surveillance (VIEWS and the system proposed
by Grimson, Stauffer, Romano and Lee), metro station surveillance (PASSWORDS), robot
vehicles moving in a laboratory (the system proposed by Nicholson and Brady), hands
moving Coke cans (the system proposed by Mann, Jepson and Siskind), movements of
service vehicles at an airport docking stand (the system proposed by Gong and Buxton).
Consequently, the adopted representations are partially ad hoc and difficult to generalize.
Furthermore, the data coming out from sensors are not related in a principled way with their
linguistic expressions: even the link between perceptual data and symbolic representation
is partially ad hoc.
1.2. An architecture for the understanding of dynamic scenes
In a seminal paper of 1988 [109], Nagel reviews some early systems for dynamic
scene interpretation. He stresses that all the systems taken into consideration are based
on poor intermediate representations, in most cases consisting of the mere trajectories
of the centers of gravity of the objects. He argues that the lack of a rich and expressive
intermediate representation limits the possibility of relating perceptual data with symbolic
descriptions of motion, and the capability of producing satisfactory symbolic descriptions
of the dynamic scenes.
The proposed approach is aimed at filling the gap between the traditions of the computer
vision and of the AI knowledge representation. We attempt to answer Nagel’s remarks:
our architecture integrates in a simple and principled way artificial vision and symbolic
knowledge representation by introducing a rich and expressive intermediate kind of
representation and processing. Such conceptual kind of representation and processing (as
we term it) is situated between subconceptual knowledge (extracted by the artificial vision
algorithms) and symbolically organized knowledge.
Our system cannot be considered as a model of human vision. No hypotheses concerning
its cognitive adequacy from a psychological point of view have been made. However,
various cognitive results have been used as sources of inspiration.
The architecture is organized in three computational areas—a term which is reminiscent
of the cortical areas in the brain (see Fig. 1). The subconceptual area is concerned with the
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Fig. 1. The three computational areas of the system and the relationships among them.
processing of data coming from the sensors. The term subconceptual suggests that here
information is not yet organized in terms of conceptual structures and categories. From the
point of view of the artificial vision, this area includes all the processes that extract the
3D model of the perceived scene.
In the linguistic area 1 representation and processing are based on a logic-oriented
formalism.
The conceptual area is intermediate between the subconceptual and the linguistic areas.
Here, data are organized in conceptual “gestaltic” structures, that are still independent of
any linguistic description (Gärdenfors [58]). The symbolic formalism of the linguistic area
is interpreted on these structures. In particular, an account of the concepts of process and
action is proposed. In the AI literature there is no agreement on the meaning of these
terms; we adopted the terminology of the Concurrent Situation Calculus (Reiter [127]),
which is now considered a standard formalism in the field of Cognitive Robotics. This
terminology is straightforward, and has been inspired by the concurrency of processes
in operating systems. According to this terminology, we call process anything that has a
temporal duration, while actions are instantaneous changes that individuate the beginning
and the end of a process (see Section 3).
The three areas are concurrent computational components working together on different
commitments. There is no privileged direction in the flow of information among them:
some computations are strictly bottom-up, with data flowing from the subconceptual up
to the linguistic through the conceptual area; other computations combine top-down with
bottom-up processing.
The mapping between the conceptual and the linguistic areas gives the interpretation
of linguistic symbols in terms of conceptual structures. It is achieved through a focus of
attention mechanism implemented by means of time-delay attractor neural networks [3].
A sequential attentive mechanism is hypothesized that suitably scans the conceptual
representation and, according to the hypotheses generated on the basis of previous
knowledge, it predicts and detects the interesting events occurring in the scene. Hence,
1 The term linguistic refers to KR symbolic languages, and not to the natural languages.
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Fig. 2. A scene of the experimental setup, along with its 3D reconstruction generated by the system.
starting from the incoming information, such a mechanism generates expectations and it
makes contexts in which hypotheses may be verified and, if necessary, adjusted.
Our proposal starts from the classical architecture developed by Marr [97] and extends
it by adding the conceptual and the linguistic areas, where high-level scene interpretation
takes place. With respect to the Marrian model, the introduction of the focus of attention
driven by expectations gives greater emphasis to the top-down aspects of processing,
as far as conceptual and linguistic interpretation are concerned. The focus of attention
has been analyzed in the computer vision literature as a mechanism of image scanning
(Ballard [11], Tsotsos et al. [142]). However, the introduction of attentional mechanisms
for the processing of high-level, conceptual structures is a novel proposal in this field.
The architecture described in this paper generalizes to dynamic scenes the cognitive
architecture previously proposed by the authors for the interpretation of static scenes that
has been successfully adopted both in the case of a static camera [5,32] and in the case of
a camera mounted on top of an autonomous robot navigating inside the scene [33].
To explain the ideas underlying our proposal, a simple scenario has been chosen (Fig. 2),
in which two agents stand at the two sides of a table with some objects on it. In the
following, the agent on the left will be referred as A and the agent on the right will be
referred as B. A and B may perform several actions: pushing blocks; grasping or dropping
them; laying blocks down onto the table, throwing or holding blocks out to the other person,
and so on. Our simplified experimental setup provides only essential information about the
considered scenario. Even in this case, the proposed architecture is able to draw many
inferences and build a rich interpretation context also with this reduced scenario.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the subconceptual
area. Section 3 briefly summarizes the notion of conceptual space for static scenes and
introduces the new conceptual space for dynamic scenes; Section 4 presents the linguistic
area of the architecture. Section 5 introduces the focus of attention mechanism and
Section 6 discusses its implementation by means of time-delay attractor neural networks.
Section 7 describes in greater detail an experiment in dynamic scene interpretation, and
Section 8 proposes some implementation improvements, in order to embed the proposed
architecture in an effective computer vision system. Finally, Section 9 compares our
proposal with the state of the art, it draws some conclusions, and presents possible future
developments.
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2. Subconceptual area
The subconceptual area processes the visual data coming out from the video camera. It
provides the 3D geometric parameters describing the observed dynamic scene.
In this respect, the operations of the subconceptual area are typical computer vision
processes, such as edge detection, object tracking and segmentation, resolution of
ambiguities and occlusions, 3D reconstruction and so on. Each of these aspects constitute a
“hard” problem for artificial vision. The computer vision community devoted a huge effort
to the modeling of dynamic scenes, in particular with moving and interacting people.
2.1. State of the art
Scenarios with moving and interacting people have been widely studied for a long time
(Marr and Vaina [99], O’Rourke and Badler [116], Hogg [73]). Their appeal is that they
allow the generation of significant inferences and the build up of rich inner representations
(Nagel [109], Adorni et al. [1]).
In the field of psychology, Johansson’s well-known MLD (Moving Light Displays)
experiments [79] showed that the human vision system is able to recognize human
movements even if they are represented only by some moving joints. Starting from
experimental evidence, he proposed a psychologically founded kinematic model of
walking persons. Mather and Murdoch [100] showed that these simplified stimuli suffice
for the human vision system to individuate the main characteristics (e.g., the gender) of
moving persons. Fox and McDaniel [53] showed that this ability is present also in infants.
Neri et al. [111] showed that the human vision system is able to adapt itself to these stimuli
in order to respond optimally in all environmental conditions. They suggested that there
is not a unique, special purpose mechanism which is able to detect human motion, but
several levels of interacting mechanisms. Goodale and Milner [65] describe in greater
details recent psychological studies on the human perception in actions.
Some of the vision systems proposed in the artificial vision literature are based on
2D representations of people and objects. Baumberg and Hogg [15,16] and Heap and
Hogg [81] employ the Point Distribution Model (PDM—Cootes, Taylor, Cooper and
Graham [38]) to represent and track the silhouettes of moving persons in image sequences.
Briefly, the PDM is a framework in which an entity is modeled in terms of landmark points
related to its main features. These landmarks are singled out by means of a training set
of examples. Then, the Principal Component Analysis is employed to discover the mean
shape of the entity and its main modes of variation.
In the context of the Pfinder project, Wren et al. [151] use a “blob” model of moving
persons, similar to PDM. The MAximum a posteriori Probability (MAP) approach is then
followed for the estimation and tracking phases.
Many systems are based on 3D representations. Rohr [130] uses a 3D model of
walking persons based on combinations of cylinders; a Kalman filter is employed to track
and predict people movements. Gavrila and Davis [60] adopt multiple views to track
movements of dancers. Their system is based on a priori models built up by compositions
of superquadrics primitives (see next section). Kakadiaris and Metaxas [83] also adopt a
multiple views approach, but they do not assume a priori models of the human body or
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body part segmentation. Rather, their models are directly built from the observation of
image sequences.
Heap and Hogg [69] extend the PDM framework and use a 3D representation to track a
hand freely moving in the scene. Rehg and Kanade [126] use a 3D model of the moving
hand; they extract the full 6 DOF of position and rotation from a single image view by
using the knowledge of the inverse kinematic of the model. A similar approach is followed
by Filova et al. [51] with reference to a whole human arm.
A further line of research concerns hybrid 2D-3D representations proposed by Bowden
et al. [23]. They employ a representation of a moving person that concatenates the
2D points of the head and hands, the 2D points of the shape of the body silhouette and the
3D points of the skeleton. The representation is extracted from a single camera view, and it
is encapsulated within the PDM framework. Ong and Gong [114] generalize this approach
by adopting a multiple views strategy in order to eliminate ambiguities in situations with
self-occlusions, and to obtain the best view of the moving person.
Many authors concentrated on the problem of recognizing and predicting the trajectories
of human movements. Davis and Bobick [40] and McKenna and Gong [105] perform
the recognition of gestures by adopting spatio-temporal templates. Their approach is
sensitive to noise, ambiguities in trajectories observations, non-linear temporal scaling
and difficulties in performing a correct segmentation, as pointed out by Gong, Walter and
Psarrou [63]. Systems based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM—Rabiner [125]) better
cope with these problems; they have been proposed by Gong, Walter and Psarrou [63],
Bobick and Wilson [21], Wilson and Bobick [149], Starner et al. [136], Johnson et al. [80],
Galata et al. [56], Bregler [27], Gong and Buxton [62].
Another way to cope with the above problems is to adopt a framework based on static
and dynamic Belief Networks, as described by Rimey and Brown [129], Nicholson and
Brady [113], Buxton and Gong [29], Howarth [75], Darrell et al. [39].
Isard and Blake [77,78] propose the CONDENSATION algorithm, a more flexible
framework than HMM. They track and match models of human gestures and movements
starting from a priori models expressed by means of stochastic differential equations. Black
and Jepson [20] follow a similar technique, but the a priori models are directly expressed
by temporal trajectories extracted by optical flow fields. The CONDENSATION algorithm
is also employed by Ong and Gong [114] to track the 3D points of their hybrid 2D/3D
representation.
2.2. Implemented system
In order to test the ideas underlining the proposed architecture, simple computer vision
procedures have been implemented that are able to process image sequences of our
experimental scenario (see Fig. 2). Such an implemented system must be intended as an
experimental device, developed with the sole aim of testing and explaining the principles
underlying our proposal. In this perspective, the subconceptual component of our system
could surely appear to be rough and poor if compared with many of the approaches
described in the previous section. However, it should not be taken as an alternative to them.
On the contrary, we maintain that the key ideas of our proposal are situated at a different
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Fig. 3. Shapes of a superquadric when varying its form factors.
level of analysis. Therefore, we assume that many of the approaches described above could
be usefully reformulated and integrated in our proposal.
The vision procedures recover the moving shapes in the scene in terms of a Constructive
Solid Geometry schema (CSG—Mortenson [108]) based on superquadrics as 3D primi-
tives. Superquadrics are widely used in computer graphics [14] and computer vision [118,
135,148]. Various techniques have been proposed for tracking and recovering them from
static and dynamic scenes, even when the objects are difficult to segment and in the pres-
ence of occlusions (Solina and Bajcsy [135], Gupta and Bajcsy [67], Leonardis et al. [93],
Whaite and Ferrie [148] and Maver and Bajcsy [101]). In particular, effective methods for
the estimations of the parameters of the superquadrics have been proposed with reference
to the scenarios with moving and interacting people (Pentland and Horowitz [119], Gavrila
and Davis [60], Kakadiaris and Metaxas [83], Wren and Pentland [152]).
In brief, superquadrics are geometric shapes derived from the quadric parametric
equation with the trigonometric functions raised to two real exponents. The parametric
form of a superquadric is:
f (η,ω)=
ax cosε1 η cosε2 ωay cosε1 η sinε2 ω
az sinε1 η
 , (1)
where −pi/26 η 6 pi/2 and −pi 6 ω < pi . The quantities ax, ay, az are the lengths of the
superquadric axes, and the exponents ε1, ε2 are the form factors: ε1 acts in terms of the
longitude, and ε2 in terms of the latitude. The superquadric takes on a squared shape when
the form factors values are less than 1, and it takes on a rounded shape when the form
factors values are near 1.
Fig. 3 shows the shapes of a superquadric when varying its form factors (ε1, ε2).
The values (0.1,0.1) result in a box-shaped superquadric (a). When the form factors
are (0.1,1), the superquadric takes on a cylindrical shape (b). When both values
approach 1, the superquadric is an ellipsoid (c).
Fig. 4 shows the processing steps of the implemented subconceptual area. Fig. 4(a) is
the starting image. A wears a blue jacket, B wears a red jacket, the box they hold is green
and the box on the table is yellow. The RGB color image is filtered to extract the color
information [64]. Fig. 4(b) shows the result of the color filtering on the red component:
person B is highlighted, while the other elements in the image along with the irregular
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Fig. 4. The processing steps of the vision system.
background, are filtered. A region growing algorithm (Zucker [156]) is applied to identify
the big white blob representing the extracted element of interest and to eliminate the other
regions (Fig. 4(c)). After this step, a skeletonizing algorithm (Zhang and Suen [155])
extracts the axes of the blob (Fig. 4(d)). The information about the axes is combined with
the information about the contours to find the best occluding superquadrics according to an
a priori 3D model. Fig. 4(e) shows the resulting 3D reconstruction. By iterating the same
procedure for all the elements of the image, the 3D reconstruction of the complete scene is
obtained (Fig. 4(f)). The global result of the above process is the set of 3D parameters of the
superquadrics that approximate the whole scene. The temporal evolution of the parameters
is obtained by repeating the same procedure with subsequent frames acquired at different
time instants.
3. Conceptual area
As stated above, a central feature of this proposed architecture is the intermediate
representation area based on conceptual spaces. The theory of conceptual spaces has been
developed by Gärdenfors and is described in detail in [58]. Elsewhere (Chella, Frixione
and Gaglio [32,33]) we argued for its relevance for computer vision in the field of static
scene analysis. Here we briefly recall the key notions of our model for the static case.
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Conceptual spaces provide a principled way for relating low level, unstructured
representation of data with a high level, linguistic formalism. A conceptual space CS is
a metric space whose dimensions are strictly related to the quantities processed in the
subconceptual area (e.g., sensory related quantities). Examples of possible dimensions
of a CS are color, pitch, spatial coordinates. Such dimensions do not depend on any
specific linguistic description. In this sense, conceptual spaces are prior to symbolic
characterization of cognitive phenomena.
We adopt the term knoxel [32,55] to denote a point in the conceptual space. A knoxel
is an epistemologically primitive element at the considered level of analysis. A metric
function is defined in CS, according to which similar entities correspond to neighboring
knoxels in the space. Such metric function may not be explicitly defined. Rather, it may
be implicitly computed, e.g., by means of suitable neural networks (as it is the case of
the approach we developed). The metric in CS introduces a measure of the degree of
“typicality” of an individual as a member of a category. Convex clusters of knoxels are
good candidates for the interpretation of linguistic symbols expressing “natural” categories
(in the sense of Gärdenfors [58]).
In the case of static scenes, a static knoxel k coincides with a single superquadric.
Its mathematical representation can be obtained from Eq. (1) by adding the three center
coordinates px,py,pz and the three orientation parameters ϕ,ϑ,ψ . A static knoxel k is
then represented as a vector 2 in R11:
k = [ax, ay, az, ε1, ε2,px,py,pz,ϕ,ϑ,ψ]T. (2)
Sets of knoxels represent composite objects that cannot be described by a single
superquadric. For example, a chair has a composite shape corresponding to the set of
knoxels of its constituents, i.e., to the set of superquadrics describing its legs, its seat and
so on.
In the following, we extend this simple and powerful representation to the case of
dynamic scenes. We modify the definition of the CS so that a primitive simple motion
of a superquadric is represented as a knoxel in the space.
Marr and Vaina [99] represent dynamic shapes by means of generalized cylinders (Marr
and Nishihara [98]) “augmented” by taking into account the motion information (e.g.,
speed and acceleration) associated with each cylinder. They argue that a coarse, qualitative
description of the motion of cylinders (sign of speed and acceleration) for short time
intervals is adequate enough from a cognitive point of view.
Other prominent approaches for the description of dynamic scenes are more oriented
to specific tasks. The previously cited NAOS architecture (Neumann [112]) is an attempt
to analyze simulated street scenes. NAOS includes an intermediate, geometric level of
description, named GSD (Geometric Scene Description). In the GSD, input data are
represented as in a CAD system. For each object in the scene, the GSD includes a
3D representation in terms of position, orientation and shape. For each acquired frame,
the GSD also stores the instant of time, the viewpoint, and data about illumination. The
spatial relations and the object movements are reconstructed by reasoning on the geometric
information. A similar approach is shared by the CITYTOUR system (André et al. [4]),
2 As usual, the notation [.]T indicates the transpose of a vector.
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a question-answering system that simulates a tour through a city, and by LandScan (Bajcsy
et al. [9]), a question answering system for aerial images. Also VITRA (Herzog and
Wazinski [71], Herzog [70]), a complex architecture for the natural language description
of image sequences of soccer matches, adopts the GSD as its intermediate representation.
The system for robot vehicles monitoring proposed by Nicholson and Brady [113] adopts
a simple intermediate representation based on the discretization of the environment into
rectangular regions, directly obtained by light beam sensors. Similarly, VIEWS (Buxton
and Gong [29], Howarth [75]), a system for visual surveillance in wide areas, describes the
space-time evolution of the objects by means of an intermediate representation based on a
cellular decomposition of the ground plane (Fleck [52]).
Ullman and Basri [145] (see also Ullman [144]) propose a representation of objects
made up of the linear combinations of aligned 2D views. A related approach, based
on Radial Basis Function neural networks, is proposed by Edelman [47]. Johnson and
Hogg [81] use a representation based on a Self Organizing Map [86] in which each unit
is a leaky integrator neuron [31] that characterizes a simple trajectory in time. Black and
Jepson [20] adopt a suitable dynamic configuration space spanned by a basis of optical
flow fields.
3.1. Dynamic conceptual spaces
To take into account the dynamic aspects of the perceived scenes, we define a CS such
that each point in it (i.e., each knoxel k) represents the simple motion of a superquadric.
In this sense, the space is intrinsically dynamic since the generic motion of an object is
represented in its wholeness, rather than as a sequence of single, static frames.
The decision of which kind of motion can be considered simple is not straightforward,
and it is strictly related to the problem of motion segmentation. Marr and Vaina [99] adopt
the term motion segment to indicate simple movements. According to their State-Motion-
State schema, a simple motion consists of the motion interval between two subsequent
(possibly instantaneous) rest states.
The concept of simple motion adopted here is a generalization of Marr and Vaina
proposal; it is defined as a motion interval between two subsequent discontinuities in the
motion parameters of a superquadric. Formally, it is described in terms of a function m(t)
associated with a generic superquadric. For each instant t ,m(t) gives as its value the vector
of the parameters of the superquadric during the simple motion:
m(t)= [ax(t), ay(t), az(t), ε1(t), ε2(t),px(t),py(t),pz(t), ϕ(t),ϑ(t),ψ(t)]T. (3)
It should be noted that the notion of simple motion also captures the changes in shape and
size of a superquadric.
In the static CS mentioned above a moving superquadric had to be represented as a
set of points corresponding to subsequent instants of time (the sample values of m(t)).
This solution does not capture the motion in its wholeness. An alternative possibility is
suggested by the well-known Discrete Fourier Analysis (DFT). Given a generic parameter
of a superquadric, e.g., ax , the function that returns for each instant t the corresponding
value of ax is ax(t). This function can be viewed as a superimposition of a discrete number
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Fig. 5. An evocative pictorial comparison of the static and the dynamic conceptual spaces.
of trigonometric functions and it can then be represented by a point in a discrete functional
space, whose basis functions are the trigonometric functions.
By a suitable composition of the time functions of all superquadric parameters, the
overall function m(t) is represented in its turn by a point in a discrete functional space.
We adopt the resulting functional space as the conceptual space for the representation of
dynamic scenes.
Such a dynamic space can be seen as an “explosion” of the static space, in which each
axis is split in a number of new axes, each one corresponding to a harmonic component.
Fig. 5 is an evocative, pictorial description of this approach. In the leftmost part of the
figure, representing the static CS, each axis corresponds to a superquadric parameter; in the
rightmost part of the figure, representing the dynamic CS, each group of axes corresponds
to the harmonics of the corresponding superquadric parameter. Also in this case, a knoxel k
is a point in the conceptual space, and it corresponds to the simple motion of a superquadric.
Now a knoxel k can be represented as a matrix, in which each row is associated with a
parameter, and all the elements in a row are the (complex) coefficients of the first N low
frequency harmonic components:
k =

Ax(0) Ax(1) . . . Ax(n) . . . Ax(N − 1)
Ay(0) Ay(1) . . . Ay(n) . . . Ay(N − 1)
...
...
...
...
Ψ (0) Ψ (1) . . . Ψ (n) . . . Ψ (N − 1)
 . (4)
For example, Ax(n) is the nth harmonic component of ax(t) (see Oppenheim and
Shafer [115] for the mathematical details). It should be noted that, according to Eq. (4),
k ∈C11·N .
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Fig. 6. A superquadric during a simple motion (a). The same motion approximated by low frequencies only (b).
A representation framework based on the DFT presents several advantages. It is based
on a flexible and well-founded mathematical theory. Several fast and reliable algorithms
are available. A vast range of effective applications based on DFT have been developed
in several fields, from signal and image processing to speech analysis. Furthermore,
the DFT allows for a compact representation of the perceived motions, because for
each kind of motion it is always possible to individuate a suitable range of the most
significant frequencies. For example, human movements are generally smooth; they may
be represented without loss of information by their very first frequency harmonics. Other
movements, e.g., the ones of an automatic artifact, may have another significant range of
frequencies of interest (Tsai et al. [139], Polana and Nelson [120], Liu and Picard [94]).
Fig. 6(a) shows a superquadric during a simple motion; the same motion approximated by
first low frequencies is shown in Fig. 6(b). It should be noted that the approximation has
some effects only on the extremes parts of the motion.
In psychology, models of human motions based on the Fourier analysis have been
proposed. According to Johansson [79, p. 201]:
Human walking, for instance, as well as same types of motion in most domestic
animals can readily be described as combinations of several pendulum-like motions
of the extremities relative to a joint.
Furthermore, according to Gallistel [57, p. 393]:
Fourier analysis of diverse skilled motions shows that their trajectories may generally
be duplicated by imagining the motion to be the result of superimposing (performing
concurrently) a few simple sinusoidal motions. This suggests that the engram for
skilled movements may code movements in terms of their Fourier components, that
is, in terms of the periods, amplitudes, phase relationships, and orientations of the
sinusoidal motions that must be superimposed to obtain the required trajectory.
3.2. Composite simple motions and structured processes
A composite simple motion is the motion of a composite object, in which each part
moves according to a simple motion. A composite simple motion is represented by the set
of the knoxels corresponding to the simple motions of its constituents.
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Fig. 7. The agent A stretches out his arm and seizes the block on the table.
Fig. 8. A pictorial representation of the configuration of CS corresponding to the composite simple motion of
stretching out.
Fig. 7 shows a sequence in which the agent A stretches out his arm and seizes the block
on the table. The motion of the forearm at the beginning of the sequence is a simple motion
represented by the knoxel ka in Fig. 8. The stretching out of the arm of A towards the
box on the table is represented as a composite simple motion made by the knoxels ka
(the motion of the forearm), and kb (the motion of the upper arm) (Fig. 8). It should be
noted that in a composite simple motion, the simple motions occur simultaneously, i.e., they
correspond to a single configuration of knoxels in the conceptual space.
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Fig. 9. A pictorial representation of the scattering related to the structured process of seizing a block. The black
dots correspond to the knoxels of the current configuration, the white dots correspond to the knoxel of the previous
configuration, and the gray dots are the knoxels that are invariant with respect to scattering.
A configuration of knoxels in CS holds until some instantaneous discontinuity occurs
during the temporal evolution of the scene (e.g., the collision of two rolling objects). In
this case, some knoxels change their positions in CS. The discontinuity has the effect of a
scattering of the knoxel positions. A scattering does not necessarily change the positions
of all the knoxels in the conceptual space. In this sense, the scattering is a transformation
in CS which can have invariants. For example, consider three balls rolling on a plane.
Suppose that at some time instant ti two of them collide, while the third one continues to
move along its previous trajectory. At ti a scattering occurs in CS, that affects only the
position of the knoxels corresponding to the two colliding balls.
The notion of structured process denotes the composition of several (simple or composite
simple) motions arranged according to some temporal relation (e.g., a temporal sequence).
The simple or composite simple motions occurring within a structured process are
separated by instantaneous discontinuities consisting of some scattering in CS.
Consider again the example in Fig. 7. The action of seizing performed by A can be
represented as a structured process, in which a scattering in the conceptual space occurs.
Fig. 9 is a schematic representation of the evolution of the CS corresponding to this process.
The black dots correspond to the knoxels of the current configuration, the white dots
correspond to the knoxels of the previous configuration. When the scattering occurs, ka
is replaced by k′a , kb is replaced by k′b and kc (i.e., the knoxel representing the block on
the table) is replaced by k′c. The knoxels ke and kf (the gray dots) that represent the arm
of B, do not change their position: they are invariant with respect to this scattering.
This approach is consistent with the State-Motion-State schema of Marr and Vaina [99]:
their Motions correspond to the simple or composite simple motions, and their States
correspond to instantaneous scattering of knoxels.
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4. Linguistic area
Several approaches have been proposed in the literature for the symbolic description of
dynamic scenes. The previously cited ALVEN system for the analysis of the X-ray films of
the human left ventricular wall [140,143], is based on a large knowledge base composed of
two semantic networks: the first one describes the general motion classes in terms of is_a
and part_of relations; the second one relates general motion classes to the specific domain
of the left ventricular activity.
The system proposed by Nagel [110] deals with natural language descriptions of car
maneuvers. Simple “primitive” maneuvers (such as start and continue or follow_a_road,
and so on) are recognized by means of suitable fuzzy rules processing the output of
a visual tracking system [87]. Complex maneuvers, such as enter_highway_system, are
expanded in sequences of primitive maneuvers by means of syntactic production rules.
Bajcsy and Nagel [10] show the equivalence between these kinds of syntactic descriptions
and the descriptions of actions in the task specification languages commonly adopted in
autonomous robot programming.
SKIDS [41] adopts a rule-based reason maintenance system. In the context of the same
project, Dousson et al. [43] propose a sophisticated system for temporal reasoning based on
Event Calculus. A similar approach is followed by Siskind [134] in the ABIGAIL system.
Kuniyoshi and Inoue [89] in their real-time system for recognition of simple assembly
tasks performed by a human operator, adopt an a priori hierarchical description of actions.
Each action is described in terms of:
(i) the entities involved (e.g., objects and locations);
(ii) the invariant components of a motion (e.g., the relative position and velocity of the
objects);
(iii) the qualitative changes of the relations among entities.
Mann et al. [96] adopt an ontology of concepts based on real kinematic and dynamics
models of the perceived scene.
In the proposed architecture, the linguistic area is based on a rich linguistic represen-
tation based on the NeoClassic system. NeoClassic is a hybrid formalism based on a De-
scription Logic in the KL-ONE tradition, that has been employed also in industrial appli-
cations (on this kind of formalisms see Borgida et al. [22], Brachman and Schmolze [25],
Brachman et al. [24], Donini et al. [42], McGuinness and Wright [104]). The hybrid for-
malism is constituted by two different components: a terminological component for the
description of concepts, and an assertional component, that stores information concerning
a specific context. In the domain of dynamic scene representation, the terminological com-
ponent contains the description of significant concepts such as various types of motions,
of processes and of actions. The assertional component stores the assertions describing
specific perceived dynamic situations.
4.1. Terminological component
Fig. 10 shows a fragment of the terminological knowledge base describing the most
general concepts representing motions, processes and actions. As previously stated, we
adopted the terminology of the Concurrent Situation Calculus (Reiter [127]), a standard
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Fig. 10. A fragment of the terminological KB describing some of the most general concepts.
formalism in the field of Cognitive Robotics. To increase the readability, the graphical
notation of Brachman and Schmoltze [25] is used.
Intuitively, a Process is the most generic motion corresponding to a temporal evolution
of the knoxel configuration in CS. The beginning and the end of a Process is determined
by Instantaneous_Actions, that have no temporal duration and corresponds to a scattering
of knoxels in the CS. Processes may be arranged according to different temporal relations:
they may be consecutive, may overlap, and so on.
A Synchronic_motion is a Process involving the motion of one or more objects, that
corresponds to one arrangement of knoxels simultaneously occurring in CS. In other words,
within synchronic motions no scattering occurs. A Simple_motion is a synchronic motion
which has no parts: it corresponds to a single knoxel in CS. A Composite_simple_motion
is a Synchronic_motion with at least two parts that are simple motions occurring
simultaneously.
A Structured_process is a motion involving a temporal evolution (i.e., a scattering)
in CS; a Structured_process has at least two parts that are Synchronic_motions not
occurring at the same time. All these concepts are marked as primitive, since the network
expresses only necessary conditions for their application.
Fig. 11 shows the terminological description of the Structured_process of seizing
an object. The structured process Seize is composed of two parts, both subsumed
by Composite_simple_motion. An Arm_approach corresponds to the movement of an
arm approaching an object to be seized; approaching an object is a particular case of
stretching out. In turn, Stretch_out is described as composed of two Simple_motions:
Forearm_stretching and Upper_arm_stretching. When the object has been approached, the
Arm_Approach terminates, and a Grasp motion begins.
The temporal relations among motions are not explicitly represented in our terminology.
However, the formalism can be easily extended with tense operators corresponding, e.g.,
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Fig. 11. A fragment of the terminological KB describing the Seize concept and some of the concepts related to it.
to Allen primitives [2]. An example could be meets: if a meets operator were introduced,
the concept Seize could be described by saying that the approach process has to meet the
grasp process. Similar extensions for the terminological formalisms have been proposed
and deeply studied in the literature (Artale and Franconi [6], Weida and Litman [147]).
However, these aspects in the linguistic formalism are not taken into account in the current
implementation of the architecture.
4.2. Assertional component
The assertional component contains facts expressed as assertions in a predicative
language, in which the concepts of the terminological component correspond to one-
argument predicates, and the roles (e.g., part_of , duration) correspond to two argument
relations. For example, the existence of an instance Stretch_out1 of the concept
Stretch_out, is asserted by the formula:
Stretch_out(Stretch_out1).
The formula:
part#1_of_Stretch_out(Stretch_out1,Forearm_stretch1)
expresses the fact that the filler of the role part#1_of _Stretch_out of Stretch_out1
is the knoxel Forearm_stretch1. Similar considerations hold for the assertions
concerning structured processes. For example, the formulas:
Seize(Seize1),
part#1_of_Seize(Seize1,Arm_approach1),
part#2_of_Seize(Seize1,Grasp1)
assert the existence of the structured process Seize1 composed of the composite simple
motions Arm_approach1 and Grasp1.
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4.3. Interpreting linguistic terms
The terms of the linguistic area are interpreted on structures in the conceptual space. This
interpretation is in part similar to model theoretic semantics, but it rests on an underlying
structure that exploits the temporal, geometric and topological information in CS. Such
structure stems from the fact that a CS is not an abstract model of the external world,
independent of the cognitive activities of the agent. On the contrary, it strictly depends on
the perceptual abilities of the agent, in the tradition of a cognitive semantics (e.g., in the
sense of Langacker [91]).
Consider the interpretation of concepts representing motions (Fig. 10). Let K be the
set of all knoxels in CS, and Φ an interpretation function mapping the linguistic terms
on CS. Synchronic motions are finite sets of knoxels in CS. So, the interpretation of
Synchronic_motion is a subset of the set of parts of K:
Φ(Synchronic_motion)⊂ 2K. (5)
In particular, simple motions are synchronic motions composed of a single knoxel.
The concept Simple_motion is then interpreted on the set SM, defined as the set of the
singletons in K:
Φ(Simple_motion)≡ SM≡ {{k} | k ∈K}. (6)
The concepts subsumed by Simple_motion are interpreted on subsets of SM. An example
is Forearm_stretching (Fig. 12):
Φ(Forearm_stretching)⊂ SM. (7)
Fig. 12. A pictorial representation of Φ(Forearm_stretching).
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Fig. 13. A pictorial representation of Φ(Arm_approach).
Analogously, composite simple motions are synchronic motions composed by at least
two knoxels. The concept Composite_simple_motion is interpreted on the set CM, defined
as the set of the sets of knoxels with at least two elements:
Φ(Composite_simple_motion)≡ CM≡ {{k1, . . . ,kn} | ki ∈K and n> 2}. (8)
An example of a concept subsumed by Composite_simple_motion is Arm_approach
(Fig. 13):
Φ(Arm_approach)⊂ CM. (9)
Finally, structured processes involve subsequent configurations of knoxels in the concep-
tual space. Therefore, the concept Structured_process is interpreted on the setA of ordered
sets of Composite_simple_motions:
Φ(Structured_process)≡A≡ {(cm1, . . . , cmn) | cmi ∈ CM}. (10)
An example of a concept subsumed by Structured_process is Seize (Fig. 14):
Φ(Seize)⊂A. (11)
The compositional aspects of the interpretation of symbolic structures are defined
according to the usual model theoretic semantics for terminological languages.
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Fig. 14. A pictorial representation of Φ(Seize). For the sake of clarity, the concept Grasp is only indicated and
not expanded.
5. Focus of attention
The high level description of dynamic scenes is a hard problem. Ballard [11] and
Tsotsos [141] developed analysis of vision problems in terms of computational complexity,
and concluded that a sort of attention mechanism is needed to avoid a combinatorial
explosion of the possibilities to be considered when analyzing a scene. Moreover, uniform
analysis of scenes is inconvenient: some aspects of a scene are more meaningful than
others, and it would be irrational to waste time and computational resources to detect
true but useless details that would generate insignificant true assertions (Doyle [44] and
Cherniak [34]).
These problems are generally faced by considering the fundamental role of attentive
phenomena in vision (Yarbus [154]). In the psychological literature, the focus of attention
is described as a spotlight beam (LaBerge and Brown [90]) which scans the visual field.
Objects falling inside the spot are processed; the other objects in the scene are ignored. It is
debated (see, e.g., Duncan [45]) whether the attention selects regions of space independent
of the objects it may contain or whether it selects the objects in the scene. According
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to the space-based attention (Eriksen and St.James [48], Posner [121], Treisman and
Gelade [138]), the attention may also select empty regions of the scene. According to the
object-based attention (Kahneman et al. [82]), the attention selects only regions containing
some object of interest. Logan [95] proposes a theory that integrates both these approaches.
Many psychological theories agree that the attentional process is serial, in the sense that
the focus of attention selects only one or a few items at a time, moving from one to the
other. This mechanism is important for visual search tasks (Duncan and Humphreys [46]).
An open problem is the identification of the processes that guide the movements of the
focus of attention; models have been proposed by Wolfe et al. [150] and by Koch and
Ullman [85]. This task is generally accomplished by some sort of higher level processes.
5.1. Existing approaches
Computational models inspired by some form of focus of attention have been proposed
in the artificial vision literature, within the field of “active vision” (Ballard [12], Bajcsy
and Campos [8], Burt [28], Tsotsos et al. [142], Baluja and Pomerlau [13]). Concerning
dynamic scene analysis, Marr and Vaina proposed an attention mechanism based on
a motion hierarchy similar to the shape hierarchy of Marr and Nishihara; motions of
articulated objects are represented and recognized both top-down (i.e., from the motion of
the overall structure to the motion of the parts of the objects) and bottom-up (i.e., starting
from the significant motion of the parts to the motion of the whole object) in a recognition
and expectation cycle.
In ALVEN, information in semantic networks is used to generate hypotheses about the
aggregation of the tokens extracted from the input images. The hypotheses are then ranked
according to a measure of fit. The best of them are chosen to generate expectations, that,
in their turn, drive the extraction of novel tokens in the sequence of images.
In ANTLIMA [132], a subsystem of the previously cited VITRA system, the visual
information of the listener of a soccer match is maintained, by constructing a “mental
image” obtained from the linguistic description generated by VITRA. The mental image is
fed back to VITRA, to guide the attention on the significant aspects in the analyzed soccer
actions. ANTLIMA is based on “typicality functions” mapping linguistic descriptions on
a geometric description that is typical according to some fuzzy distribution.
In Nagel’s vision system [87], the syntactic grammar rules generate expectations of
potential car maneuver plans by the observations of suitable sequences of primitive
maneuvers.
In VIEWS, the space-time representation is analyzed by means of Bayesian networks
that provide both the bottom up inferences to interpret input data, and the top down
expectations to model what the system is looking for. A related approach is followed
in TEA-1 (Rimey and Brown [129]) and in the system proposed by Nicholson and
Brady [113]. In addition they introduce a network of “weight nodes” that take into account,
in the expectations generation phase, how long an object is in the current motion state.
Gong and Buxton [62] and Gong et al. [63] employ the Hidden Markov Models for the
generation of expectations that guide the focus of attention. Isard and Blake [77] and Black
and Jepson [20] adopt the previously cited CONDENSATION algorithm for the same task.
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In SKIDS [41], the reason maintenance system resolves the belief conflicts occurring in
the acquired KB by generating expectations that guide the acquisition of new beliefs from
the vision system.
Kuniyoshi and Inoue [89] adopt a spatial attention mechanism based on the a priori
hierarchical description of actions that keeps the attention of the system on the current
action. When the attention shifts from one action to another, the attention mechanism keeps
track of the attention switches by means of an “attention stack”.
Cooper et al. [37] propose the MugShot robotic system, derived from BUSTER [19], that
drives a robot arm to pick up a coffee mug under visual control. The attention is guided by
causal explanations based on simple physical knowledge that individuate the causal role of
the elements in the scene and the causal relationships among them.
5.2. Perception acts
In our architecture, the focus of attention maps the representations in the linguistic
area on conceptual structures in CS. This generalizes a similar mechanism that has been
proposed for the static case [32]. The focus of attention is driven by the knowledge, the
hypotheses, the purposes and the expectations of the agent, with the aim of detecting the
relevant aspects of the acquired data. The link between the linguistic and the conceptual
area is bidirectional: the conceptual area gives the interpretation domain for the symbols
in the linguistic area, and the linguistic area generates expectations to suitably explore the
conceptual area. The recognition of a knoxel as a possible part of a concept generates the
expectation of another knoxel in CS confirming the existence of an instance of the whole
concept; this new knoxel in its turn causes the expectation of other knoxels, and so on. This
process generates a sequential scanning of the knoxels in CS.
The notion of perception act is introduced to account for this mechanism. A perception
act p associated with a concept C is a sequence of the knoxels corresponding to an
instance of C. For example, given the concept Arm_approach of Fig. 8, a perception act
is p = kakb , i.e., the sequence composed of the motion of the forearm followed by the
motion of the upper arm (Fig. 15). A perception act models a specific way of scanning
the CS, i.e., to group the knoxels together, and to classify them as candidate instances of
some conceptual category. Perception acts avoid the need of augmenting the dimensions
of the CS to take into account complex entities (i.e., entities modeled by more then one
knoxel). In addition, in the case of dynamic scenes, perception acts define an ordering
on the knoxels; such an ordering reflects the temporal constraints involved in motions.
For example, the process of seizing an object consists of the arm approach followed by
the grasping of the object. The temporal sequence of such two motions is mirrored by
the ordering of the knoxels in the corresponding perception act: it consists of a knoxel
sequence corresponding to the arm approach followed by a knoxel sequence corresponding
to the grasping (compare Fig. 16 with Fig. 9).
The implementation of the link between the conceptual and the linguistic rests on
perception acts. For example, when the system individuates a perception act kakb , it
generates the assertion Approach(a1) in the linguistic area, where a1 is a new
linguistic constant. As a particular case, perception acts can be composed of single
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Fig. 15. A pictorial representation of a perception act concerning a Arm_approach composite simple motion.
Fig. 16. A pictorial representation of the perception act concerning a Seize structured process. The black dots are
the knoxels of the current configuration, the white dots are the knoxels of the previous configuration that have
been changed by the scattering process.
knoxels, e.g., ka . In this case he system acts as a classifier, generating assertions as
Forearm_stretching(fa1).
The focus of attention individuates either a single arrangement of knoxels in CS or
subsequent different configurations evolving in time. The attention of the former type is
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called synchronic: all the knoxels occur in CS at the same time. In the second case, the
attentive scanning involves different subsequent configurations of CS. Now the presence
of certain knoxels elicits the expectation of other knoxels in subsequent configurations
determined by the scattering processes. In such cases, the knoxels in a perception act
are not contemporarily activated; rather, they become active as some scattering occurs,
and the conceptual space evolves in time. This kind of attention is called diachronic.
As an example, consider the structured process Seize of Fig. 7. A perception act is
p = kakbkck′ak′bk′c, i.e., a perception act made up of the sequence of an arm approach
followed by the sequence of a grasp (see Fig. 16). In this case, the system generates the
assertion Seize(s1) about the existence of an instance s1 of Seize. This is an example
of the ordering described above: the temporal constraints involved in the Seize structured
process are reflected on the ordering of knoxels in the corresponding perception acts before
and after the occurrence of a scattering.
5.3. Expectations
To individuate the grouping paths among knoxels, and to generate the most significant
perception acts, it is necessary to suitably orient the focus of attention. In the proposed
architecture the focus of attention is oriented by two sources of expectations: the linguistic
and the associative expectations.
Linguistic expectations are generated on the basis of structural information stored in
the symbolic knowledge base. For example, in the linguistic area the stretching out of
an arm is described as composed of two simple motions: the stretching of the forearm
and the stretching of the upper arm (Fig. 11). With reference to Fig. 15, suppose that
the knoxel ka has been classified as an instance of Forearm_Stretching. On the basis of
the linguistic descriptions in the terminological KB, the system hypothesizes that ka may
be a filler of the role part#1_of _Stretch_out of the concept Stretch_out, and it generates
the expectation that another knoxel exists, that fills the other role of Stretch_out, i.e.,
part#2_of _Stretch_out. The focus of attention then searches in CS for a suitable instance
of Upper_arm_stretching to fill the empty role. If this expectation is satisfied (as it happens
in this case with the knoxel kb), the concept Stretch_out is instantiated and the proper set
of assertions is generated (Fig. 17). For the sake of simplicity, the assertions related to the
static description of the scene are not reported. They concern the facts that the knoxels k_a
and k_b correspond to motions of the forearm and the upper arm of A, that o_1 is a box
on the table, that o_1 is on the right of A, and so on (see Chella et al. [32]).
The above example is a case of synchronic expectation, that refers to a single
configuration of knoxels in CS, and that gives rise to a synchronic classification process.
Diachronic expectations involve subsequent configurations of CS. They elicit the
expectation of a scattering in the arrangement of the knoxels in CS. For example, the
concept Seize is described as an Arm_approach followed by a Grasp. When the system
recognizes an instance of Stretch_out, it hypothesizes that this may be a filler of the
role part#1_of _Seize, and it generates the expectation for a suitable instance of Grasp
that fills the role part#2_of _Seize. The focus of attention searches in the subsequent
configuration of CS, after the scattering process, for a sequence of knoxels that satisfies
the above expectation. As in the previous example, if the expectation is satisfied (Fig. 16),
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Simple_motion(k_a)
Simple_motion(k_b)
Forearm_stretching(k_a)
Upper_arm_stretching(k_b)
Stretch_out(st1)
part#1_of_Stretch_out(st1,k_a)
part#2_of_Stretch_out(st1,k_b)
Fig. 17. The assertions in the linguistic area generated starting form the perception act represented in Fig. 15.
Stretch_out(st1)
Arm_approach(aa1)
Grasp(g1)
Seize(s1)
part#1_of_Seize(s1,aa1)
part#2_of_Seize(s1,g1)
Fig. 18. The assertions in the linguistic area generated starting form the perception act represented in Fig. 16.
the corresponding set of assertions is generated (Fig. 18). Also in this case the expectations
impose temporal constraints on the sequence of motions.
The expectations considered so far have been generated solely on the basis of the
descriptions stored in the linguistic KB. These descriptions are generally related to the
“definitions” of the processes and and they do not capture the free, “Hebbian” associations
among processes that can be learned only by experience. For example, consider that A,
after seizing an object, typically gives it to B (Fig. 19). This association between Seize
and Give cannot be extracted from the KB because it is not related to the definitions
of the processes. In facts, it can be learned by the system on the basis of its previous
experience.
Expectations of this kind are called associative. Thanks to this associative mechanism,
once a Seize process has been individuated, the system can generate the expectation for a
Give process. The latter, in its turn, is described in terms of two part_of roles: an Offer
motion followed by a Take motion (Fig. 20). Now the system can act again on the basis
of linguistic expectations: it hypothesizes an instance of Offer filling one of the part_of
roles of Give, followed by an instance of Take, filling the second part_of roles of Give.
The generated assertions are reported in Fig. 21.
The distinction between the associative and the linguistic expectations is a soft one:
both associate a perceived process with some other expected process. The main difference
is that the linguistic expectations are driven by the symbolic descriptions in the linguistic
area, while the associative expectations capture the free associations among processes that
are not described in the KB but are learned by experience.
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Fig. 19. A offers an object to B, who takes it.
Fig. 20. A fragment of the terminological KB describing the Give structured process.
Seize(s1)
Offer(off1)
Take(t1)
Give(gv1)
part#1_of_Give(gv1,off1)
part#2_of_Give(gv1,t1)
Fig. 21. The assertions in the linguistic area generated in virtue of the associative expectation of a Give structured
process.
The generation of expectations is mainly aimed at achieving an exhaustive and
satisfactory interpretation of the perceived scene, by avoiding at the same time the
proliferation of true but useless assertions. If the expectations were not active, the only
possibility would be that of individuating (and naming) all the perception acts that can be
obtained by combining the knoxels in CS. The system would generate a combinatorially
exploding number of assertions, most of which would be true but uninformative. In this
case, the system would be able to recognize, in reasonable time, only concepts made
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up of short sequences of knoxels (e.g., Stretch_out). Without accessing the linguistic
descriptions, the architecture would be unable to individuate and classify larger and more
structured clusters of knoxels.
Up to now, the two kinds of expectations discussed above have been taken into account
in isolation. As a matter of fact, they operate concurrently, through a simple recognition and
expectation cycle. From an implementation point of view, expectations are implemented
as “threads processes” that operate on the data structure implementing CS. Starting
from a recognized knoxel or perception act, the system generates multiple competing
expectations; only those that are satisfied lead to the generation of new assertions. As a
default, the architecture first tries to recognize the processes anticipated by the linguistic
expectations, and then the processes anticipated by the associative expectations. However,
it is possible to ignore one or both of them. When all the expectations are satisfied, the
recognition process restarts in search of new and as yet unrecognized processes.
6. Implementation of the focus of attention by means of time-delay neural networks
The interpretation of the structures of the conceptual space in terms of symbols in the
linguistic area involves well known problems: in most cases, concepts do not correspond
to clear cut sets that can be described in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions.
Moreover, the information available in the conceptual area is the result of the processing
of data coming from the output of sensors; as a consequence, the knoxels may often be
affected by measurement errors. Similar problems arise with expectations, as they do not
correspond to neat correlations among concepts in the linguistic area.
To overcome these problems, the mapping between the conceptual and the linguistic
areas is implemented by time-delay neural networks. Time-delay neural networks make
it possible to avoid an exhaustive description of the categories of the linguistic area.
Prototypes of motion types “emerge” in a natural way from the dynamic activity of the
networks. In addition, the measure of similarity between a motion prototype and a given
motion instance is implicit in the evolution of the network and it is determined during
the training phase. In the field of gestures and actions recognition, effective approaches
have been proposed by employing this kind of networks by Psarrou and Buxton [122,123],
Psarrou et al. [124], Howell and Buxton [76], Xu and Hogg [153].
In particular, we adopted time-delay attractor neural networks (Amit [3], Hopfield [74]).
This choice offers the advantages that such networks are based on the well-studied
energetic approach; the learning phase is fast; they allow for a uniform treatment of both
the recognition and the generation expectations. Unnikrishnan, Hopfield and Tank [146]
analyze the strict analogies of this kind of networks with the Hidden Markov Models.
In details, each primitive motion concept in the linguistic area is associated with a
single time-delay neural network. Therefore, the conceptual space is implemented by the
superimposition of the Hopfield energy landscapes of all the networks associated with
the concepts in the linguistic area. By means of the asymmetric time-delay connections
(Kleinfeld [84]), each network operates as a “predictive filter” on the sequences of knoxels
of the corresponding perception acts. Given a starting knoxel, each network generates an
hypothesis on the subsequent knoxels, and each network compete with the others. The
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Fig. 22. The energy landscape corresponding to Eq. (12). The point attractors k1 and k2 are highlighted.
competitions among multiple hypotheses is effective in enabling the system to recover
from failure and to deal with ambiguities, as pointed out by Ong and Gong [114].
Given a set of knoxels {k1,k2, . . . ,kl} corresponding to a prototypic instance of a
concept C, each ki is a point attractor of the Hopfield energy landscape of the neural
network associated to C. As usual with this kind of networks, when a knoxel k∗i close
enough to ki is presented as input, the state of the network evolves so as to settle to the
stable point attractor ki . The general form of the energy function is:
E1(t)=−12
m∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
j 6=i
Tij si (t)sj (t), (12)
wherem is the number of units of the network, T = {Tij } is the connections matrix storing
the attractors related to the knoxels of C and s(t)= {si} is the current state of the network.
Fig. 22 shows the 2D projection of the energy landscape of Eq. (12) related to a network
made up of three units. In the figure, the point attractors k1 and k2 are highlighted.
As previously stated, a perception act p associated with a generic concept C imposes a
sequential order in the attractors related to the knoxels of C. This is obtained by adding
time-delay connections among the units of the networks. The resulting “pseudo-energy”
term (Kleinfeld [84]) is:
E2(t)=−
m∑
i=1
m∑
j=1
j 6=i
Dij si (t)sj (t − τ ), (13)
where τ is the time delay unit among two subsequent knoxels in the perception act p,
D = {Dij } is the delayed synapses connection matrix storing the order of knoxels in p, s(t)
and s(t−τ ) are respectively the current and the past τ th state of the network. Fig. 23 shows
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Fig. 23. The energy landscape corresponding to Eq. (13).
the projection of the “pseudo-energy” landscape of Eq. (13). The effect of this energy is to
carry the state of the network from the attractor k1 towards k2.
The global energy function of the neural network with the time-delay connections is the
sum of Eqs. (12) and (13):
E(t)=E1(t)+E2(t). (14)
This equation captures the dynamic processes in the adopted neural networks. An attractor
is stable for some time interval determined by the E1 term. After several τ times, the term
E2 destabilizes the attractor and carries the state of the network toward the successive
attractor of the sequence. In this way, the neural networks generate the expectations of
subsequent knoxels of the perception act associated with a concept. Fig. 24 shows the
projections of the landscapes of the described energy evolution.
This mechanism is at the basis of the focus of attention described in the previous section.
Consider the perception act p = k1k2 . . .kl corresponding to a specific way of perceiving
an instance of C. The time-delay connections associated with p induce a transition from
the attractor point k1 towards the attractor point k2. Therefore, when the network receives
as input k1, it generates the expectation of k2. The expectation is confirmed when the a
knoxel k∗2 close enough to k2 is found in CS. If the expectation is confirmed, the network
generates a new expected knoxel k3, and so on. As soon as the expectations are satisfied,
the corresponding assertions are generated at the linguistic area. A similar approach is
adopted in the MAGNUS system proposed by Aleksander and collaborators [131].
The case of the simple motion is treated as a special case of the composite simple motion,
where the set {k} is made up of a single knoxel. In this case, the network acts as a classifier.
Discussions of the performances of the described time-delay neural networks are
reported in Section 8.
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Fig. 24. The energy landscape evolution.
7. Example of scene interpretation
Figs. 25 and 26 show an assembly operation performed by the agents A and B. In the first
part of the sequence (Fig. 25), A seizes the box o1 on the table. The system recognizes an
Arm_approach performed by A towards o1, and generates the expectation for a subsequent
Grasp, in order to generate an instance of the Seize structured process performed by A
(Fig. 27). Then, A rotates o1 thus causing the generation of an instance of the composite
simple motion Rotate, and then he leaves o1 on the table, instantiating the composite
simple motion Let_go (Fig. 28).
During the second part of the sequence (Fig. 26), B repeats the same operations on the
box o2, thus generating a set of assertions similar to the ones reported above (Fig. 29). The
main difference is that in the case of the movements of A the last motion was an instance
of Let_go (corresponding to the motion of o1 with respect to the table); in the case of the
movements of B the last motion is an instance of Put_on (that corresponds to the motion
of o2 with respect to o1). This causes the expectation of an Assembly structured process,
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Fig. 25. The first part of the sequence representing a simple assembly operation.
Fig. 26. The second part of the sequence representing a simple assembly operation.
Arm_approach(a1)
Grasp(g1)
Seize(s1)
part#1_of_Seize(s1,a1)
part#2_of_Seize(s1,g1)
Fig. 27. The assertions generated in the linguistic area, corresponding to the initial part of the sequence shown in
Fig. 25.
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Rotate(rot1)
Let_go(l1)
Fig. 28. The assertions generated in the linguistic area, corresponding to the final part of the sequence shown in
Fig. 25.
Arm_approach(a2)
Grasp(g2)
Seize(s2)
part#1_of_Seize(s2,a2)
part#2_of_Seize(s2,g2)
Rotate(rot2)
Put_on(p1)
Fig. 29. The assertions generated in the linguistic area, corresponding to the sequence shown in Fig. 26.
Assembly(as1)
part#1_of_Assembly(as1,s1)
part#2_of_Assembly(as1,r1)
part#3_of_Assembly(as1,l1)
part#4_of_Assembly(as1,s2)
part#5_of_Assembly(as1,r2)
part#6_of_Assembly(as1,p1)
Fig. 30. The assertions generated in the linguistic area, corresponding to the recognition of the assembly sequence
shown in Figs. 25 and 26.
which is confirmed by the previous movements occurred in the scene, i.e., by the fact that
A seized o1, rotated it, and dropped it on the table, and that B seized o2, rotated it, and
put it on o1. The resulting assertions are shown in Fig. 30.
Both in the sequence representing A that gives a box to B (Figs. 7 and 19), and in this
second, more complex assembly sequence, the system is able to recognize the operations
of the agents, and to individuate their “interesting” parts, thus generating only a limited
number of relevant assertions.
8. Towards a real effective system
The main purpose of the above experimental setup is to exemplify the ideas at the basis
of our architecture. Even in this essential framework, the implemented architecture is able
to draw interesting inferences and to build a meaningful interpretation context.
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The subconceptual level of our system is able to reconstruct the acquired dynamic
scenes in terms of superquadrics with an error of 0.3%, corresponding to about 1
wrong superquadric over 20 frames. This very good performance is mainly due to the
simplifications adopted in the considered scenario.
The training set for each time-delay neural network associated with a concept of the
linguistic area has been subdivided into two subsets corresponding respectively to the
learning of linguistic and associative expectations. The first subset was generated by hand,
according to the constraints of the linguistic KB. The subset for the learning of associative
expectations was generated by visual data during the operation of the system itself. The
training set for each concept was made up of about 40 perception acts.
The coding of knoxels in terms of the binary activation pattern of the network has been
computed by the coarse coding algorithm proposed by Hinton et al. [72]. The relationship
between the numberm of network units and the number l of the knoxels in the training set
is given by the storage prescription rule [3]:
l < αcm, (15)
where αc varies from 0 to 2 according to the employed learning rule and, in our case,
l = 40.
A first learning experiment employed the Hebbian learning rule [74]. According to this
rule, the learning is “one-shot”, i.e., only one presentation of the training set is needed
to store the perception acts used for training. The value of αc for the Hebbian rule is
approximately 0.3; therefore, the number of units needed is m> 133. 140 units have been
used to store all the perception acts of the training set.
To reduce this great number of units, the perceptron learning rule [107] has been
used. In this case αc may reach the maximum value of 2 [3], corresponding to 20 units.
To be safe, 25 units have been employed. Now the learning cannot be “one-shot”;
however, the learning time is approximately linear with m [3]. All the networks reached
convergence, and the average training time for each network was about 2000 training
epochs, corresponding to a few minutes on a Digital Alpha workstation.
Measures have been made of the performances of the system with respect to the
assertions generated at the linguistic level. The performances of the system were about
92% of correct assertions generated. Such good performances are due to the mechanism
of the focus of attention, which allows for a “compositional” recognition of the sequences
associated with a structured process: a structured process is not treated as a long sequence
of knoxels to be recognized as a whole. Rather, the system takes advantage of the parts that
have already been classified (i.e., composite simple motions).
The simplifying assumptions adopted in the current implementation should be reconsid-
ered, in order to embed the proposed architecture in a real and effective vision system, e.g.,
the vision system of a robot acting in an unstructured environment.
In the current system, a simple segmentation of persons and objects is obtained by
analyzing color information. This solution works well; however, it heavily depends on light
and environmental conditions. A more robust solution can be based on the use of adaptive
Gaussian mixtures that model the color distributions in the scene (McKenna et al. [106]).
In the present setup, we assume that moving persons cannot occlude other persons
or objects in the scene. Of course, this assumption cannot be accepted in more realistic
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applications. In dynamic scenes, occlusions can occur unpredictably in time, and this
is a further element to be taken into account when facing this problem in a dynamic
environment. At the same time, motion is an important source of information that
can be used to reconstruct occluded shapes. Our approach can be of some help in
dealing with these aspects. Both linguistic and associative expectations can be used
to generate hypotheses about occluded shapes. Such high level knowledge could be
employed according to an active vision approach, in order to move the camera in suitable
positions and acquire new information (Maver and Bajcsy [101]). Alternatively, high level
hypotheses can be used by a multiple views system to choose the best view that minimizes
ambiguities (Ong and Gong [114]).
A related aspect concerns the treatment of uncertainty. In the system there are two
sources of uncertainty: one stems from the estimation of superquadric parameters in the
subconceptual area; the other concerns the interpretations of the evolutions of knoxels
in CS. As far as the first source of uncertainty is concerned, the processes in the
subconceptual area are supposed to make a good choice and to produce the best estimation
of the superquadric parameters . Effective vision systems, e.g., those described in Section 2,
are consistent with this assumption. An explicit treatment of uncertainty in the estimation
of superquadric parameters would require introducing fuzziness in CS and/or giving
up monotonicity in the logic formalism of the linguistic area. The second source of
uncertainty concerns the mapping between the evolution of CS and its interpretation in the
linguistic area. This type of uncertainty is implicitly faced by the neural networks [146]
implementing the mapping itself. A more flexible way to deal with this kind of uncertainty
could be an explicit treatment in terms of some suitable variant of HMM, or in terms of the
previously cited CONDENSATION algorithm.
A further simplification concerns the estimation of the movements of the entities in the
scene; robust approaches, based on the motion field analysis, are deeply studied in the
computer vision literature [50], and they could also be easily employed in the proposed
system.
Time-delay neural networks play a central role in our proposal; they are employed
to generate sequences of expectations according to the focus of attention mechanism.
A typical problem in this type of neural networks is the presence of a great number of
spurious attractors along with the good ones; a related problem is the need for a great
number of units to store only a few patterns. To overcome both these problems, Giles and
Maxwell [92] propose to add higher order weights that capture higher order correlations
among the stored knoxels. A further problem is related with the training time; this is a hard
constraint in an effective system that works with a great number of complex concepts. In
the current implementation, the linguistic and the associative expectations are learned by
the same training set. According to a different solution, the linguistic expectations may
play the role of a priori knowledge that can be “injected” into the networks by constraining
the weights space (Giles and Omlin [61], Frasconi et al. [54]). In this way, the training
phase may be sensibly shorter because it regards the associative expectations only.
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9. Discussion and conclusions
The relevance of our proposal results in all the fields that require the interpretation of
sensory information in terms of structured knowledge, such as artificial vision systems,
autonomous robotics, planning with sensing, monitoring and execution.
A central feature consists in the introduction of a theoretically well-founded intermediate
area between the subconceptual and the linguistic areas in the perception of dynamic
scenes. According to Gärdenfors [58], this area is characterized in terms of a conceptual
space CS. In CS the results of the vision processing of the subconceptual area are
summarized in a compact mathematical representation. With respect to the theory of
Gärdenfors, the conceptual space we adopted for dynamic scenes is characterized in a
novel and original way, and the mechanism of the focus of attention is added as a natural
extension of the theory. The proposed characterization of the dimensions of CS by the
Discrete Fourier Analysis may be adopted in all the cases where dimensions are based on
real signals that can be measured over time. A limitation of the proposed approach is that
it cannot be easily employed when the dimensions of CS are qualitative or fuzzy.
In other approaches, intermediate levels of representation that play a role similar to
the conceptual space have been generally developed by using more ad hoc techniques.
Some of the systems cited above (ALVEN, SKIDS and PASSWORDS) link input data
and symbolic representations by means of explicit classification rules, that exploit some
form of prototypical effect (e.g., fuzzy rules). The drawbacks of these solutions are that the
prototypes must be carefully defined by hand, and that rules are strictly domain specific,
and cannot be easily generalized.
Other systems adopt simple forms of intermediate description. An example is the cited
GSD of NAOS and VITRA. The GSD representation of the dynamic aspects of the scene
is formulated in terms of intervals of motion, acceleration and so on, in a similar way to
the simple motions of the proposed architecture.
Nicholson and Brady employ a simple discretization of the environmental space as an
intermediate representation; VIEWS adopts a more sophisticated discretization based on
cellular topology. Bowden, Mitchell and Sarhadi, and Ong and Gong adopt 2D/3D hybrid
representations. Although all these representations are effective, their use is limited to some
specific domain.
Ullman and Basri’s representations based on combinations of 2D views, and Heap and
Hogg’s 3D PDM representation do not take into account the parts of the objects: an object
is considered as an unanalyzed whole. On the contrary, in this respect our architecture
is similar to the Recognition By Components approach (Biederman [17,18]). Objects are
represented as sets of suitable 3D components. The relationships among them are implicitly
stored in their parameters, and they may be immediately recovered by simple mathematical
operations. From this point of view, the CS framework allows for far more rich descriptions
of scenes and of their temporal evolution.
The conceptual representation based on dynamic knoxels and on their scattering is a
natural generalization of the framework proposed by Marr and Vaina. At least in the case
of human motion, this representation is richer and more compact than the Marr and Vaina
original description. Also the temporal segmentation based on the discontinuity in time of
the parameters generalizes the Marr and Vaina schema.
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As far as expressivity is concerned, the adopted terminology based on NeoClassic is
similar to the ALVEN knowledge base, and it is more expressive than the simple hierarchy
of events proposed by Kunihoshi and Inoue [89]. However, non-monotonic extensions of
the knowledge base, as the adoption of Bayesian Networks or the extensions adopted by
SKIDS and ABIGAIL, would probably prove to be helpful in further developments of the
system, e.g., when dealing explicitly with uncertainty or prototypes.
Time-delay neural networks link the conceptual and the linguistic areas, by implement-
ing the focus of attention. This aspect fits well with the interaction of the processes of
bottom-up recognition and top-down expectations, individuated in high level vision by
Marr and his coworkers. The role of the neural networks is similar to the “fuzzy recog-
nizers” of events, present in several architectures (e.g., ALVEN, VITRA, and the system
proposed by Nagel), and it is also similar to the “typicality functions” of the ANTLIMA
subsystem of VITRA.
Learning has the role of driving the generation of expectations, thus avoiding the explicit
definition of a priori information for process categorization. On the contrary, in the reason
maintenance system of SKIDS and in Nagel’s system it is necessary to explicitly define
the productions relating the recognized instances with the expected ones. Other forms of
representation of a priori knowledge that have been employed in similar contexts are logical
assertions (Reiter and Mackworth [128]), qualitative physical models (Cooper et al. [37]),
quantitative models of kinematic and dynamics of the scenes (Mann et al. [96]), prior
probabilities (Gong et al. [63]).
An aspect related to the generation of expectations is how to choose the “preferred”
explanation of a scene, among all the feasible interpretations that have been generated.
This is an open problem in the logical framework of Reiter and Mackworth; Mann, Jepson
and Siskind propose a solution by defining ad hoc ordering rules of preference. In our
architecture, the focus of attention directly allows the system to generate only the most
significant perception acts that lead to meaningful assertions.
Another innovative aspect is the distinction between the linguistic and the associative
modalities in the generation of expectations. The generation of expectations in ALVEN,
VIEWS and SKIDS are in some sense similar to the linguistic modality of the focus
of attention. However, there is no counterpart to the associative modality, nor to the
cooperation between linguistic and associative expectations.
As a final remark, it should be noted that some of the reviewed systems treat synchronic
and diachronic attention in different ways. For example, in PASSWORDS, synchronic
attention is based on abductive reasoning, while diachronic attention is treated by finite
state automata. In the proposed system, synchronic and diachronic attention are modeled
in a uniform way.
A possible development of the proposed system regards the choice of the dimensions
of conceptual space. As pointed out by Schyns et al. [133], the dimensions in CS may not
be necessarily a fixed repertoire, but they may be learned under the influence of higher-
level cognitive processes. Therefore, new dimensions and consequently new concepts may
be built, when needed, during the interactions of the system with an external user or with
other systems. This evolutionary view of the conceptual space is in line with the framework
proposed by Steels [137].
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A related extension of the architecture is the introduction of an effective connection
between perception and action. In the present scenario the whole information is recovered
by a single fixed camera. This is a hard constraint that can be overcome by adopting a
camera mounted on a robot moving in the environment. In this extended framework, the
expectations generated by the architecture may effectively drive the camera toward the
interesting parts of the scene. In this way the interpretation of the dynamic scene may be
generated through a direct and effective interaction between perception and action.
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